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Book 5 of the Demon Accords. Sometimes discretion is the better part of valor. Sometimes it's just
best to get the hell out of Dodge. After turning an ancient vampire to dust and stirring the Coven into
a mob of pitchfork-and-torch-bearing vampires, Chris Gordon thinks it might be time for a road trip.
So, leaving Tanya to calm the troubled masses, he heads south to help a North Carolina pack with
some demon troubles. But with beautiful Stacia Reynolds in the shotgun seat and his trusty
companion, Awasos, Chris just might find more trouble out of the Big Apple than in it as he follows
the blacktop south. It's demons and witches and bears, oh my.
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First let me say that I truly enjoy the series.Now To say why I think the author REALLY disappointed
me. I will not detail a lot of the information that he put into the book but I have to say that two of the
plot hooks that he used really struck MAJOR BS flags for me. The first is his interaction with the
were Stacia. Through the first four Demon Accord books, Mr. Conroe has taken great pains to
exhibit that both Tanya and Christian are VERY attached and that they 1) are very jealous of
anyone that shows a romantic interest in the other and 2) they are so bound to the other that they
are not interested or even cognoscente of interest from others towards themselves. In Falling stars
he then has Stacia say flat out to Christian that she was going to break up the two of them and get
downright pissy when she hears half a conversation where a character tells Christian to stay with
Tanya. After this, does Christian tell her that there is zero chance of him leaving Tanya and to stop

thinking of breaking them up? No, he just goes along "assuming" that she will stop at some point
trying to end the relationship. Given that he kinda goes APE S*** when ever others, like select
darkkin, HINT at it this really seemed out of character and highly suspect to me. Given some of the
comments/ talk that I have seen on the chats and reviews for previous books in the series, I can
only assume that the reasoning for this is as he felt some people want to have a love triangle, or at
least a contest for Christian. Like I said this was a disappointment as it is such a HUGE change for
personality for the main character along with changing the act of the chosen entirely.
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